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Jon Lam’s portrait of a 

soldier was voted as the 

winner for the March 

Competition, while Jennifer 

Sutterby gained second 

place with her miniature of a 

house in the landscape. 

Congratulations to both Jon 

and Jennifer. 

            
 

CONTACTS 

President: John Canham 

johndavidcanham@outlook.com  

H: 53314305       M: 04 0805 1381 

Secretary: Sharmaine Riches  

skayriches@bigpond.com    M: 04 0032 

3066  

Treasurer: Allan Moody  

agmoody73@gmail.com    M: 04 1434 

4230   

MONTHLY 

PAINTING 

COMPETITION 

 

MAY Create another 

member’s portrait 

JUNE Dogs 

JULY Capturing Light 

AUGUST Nude 

SEPTEMBER Still Life 

OCTOBER Seaside 

NOVEMBER Transport 

DECEMBER Black and White 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  

 
 

President’s Report April 2020. 

Hi Everyone. 

What unfamiliar times we are going through with no one having experienced this type of emergency in 

their lifetime. For those communities that have also suffered recent appalling bushfires this health crisis 

just makes the recovery from that so much more problematic. For our community, the age demographic 

of our members puts us at greater risk and many of us have partners and family who have health issues 

making them particularly vulnerable.  We must also be acutely aware of the devastating number of 

people who have and will lose their jobs and therefore their income over this crisis. So, it is important 

that we all show some caring and kindness to others. 

In view of the situation and following the actions of B.C.C. in closing all public gathering places. the 

committee, via email discussion, made a decision to cancel our meetings and upcoming 38th Annual 

Easter Art show.  This includes the Open Studio weekend, cancelled by B.C.C. Participating members 

have been advised by Sue Clarke. 

For those members that participated in The Begonia Weekend, the outcome was mixed with numbers of 

visitors down from last year but still a good number of people around.  The Children’s Painting Activity 

was once again a success and I must thank Trudy Nicholson for working with me to organise the whole 

activity and in particular for her stellar efforts running the painting by numbers murals. My thanks also 

to Sue Clarke for her help and those members that helped with bump in and bump out and also helping 

with running the painting activity. We were also able to secure the help of seven year 10 students from 

Loreto. They worked brilliantly and without them we would have been seriously undermanned.  Trudy 

has given each of these students a certificate of appreciation and I will write to the school and thank them 

for their cooperation and hope we can call upon their help next year if we are once again involved. We 

have not had a debrief with the B.C.C. Events Team yet but over the next weeks and months, we will 

formulate a response to the success or otherwise of the Painting by Numbers in particular.  

Over the next few months, many of the members usually look forward to flying to warmer climates, 

entering competitions and visiting galleries and exhibitions. The opportunities for that are now looking 

particularly bleak. However, as member David Adams wrote by email today, “On the upside, the delay 

of planned events may prove to be a healthy inspiration for us all to indulge in fresh approaches.” At the 

moment, the Mercure Exhibition could still eventuate so David’s advice could be taken on board for that. 

We have taken delivery of our trailer which now needs to have some super structure added to our own 

particular design. We will also try and complete work on a carport at BUCH to store same and I will be 

emailing particular members that might be able to assist with that.    

I and others will endeavour to keep you all informed by email of any relevant news or information 

including any matters members need to be made aware of relating to the ongoing running of the Society.  

If you have any information, stories or pictures that you wish to share with members, then please send 

them through or enter them for inclusion in the newsletter. This crisis will pass and keeping the Society 

members actively involved in any way will bade well for the future.  

For now, my best wishes. 

Stay safe. 

John Canham 

President. 
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BEGONIA FESTIVE HELPERS, ADRIANA & LORETO COLLEGE STUDENTS 

                

 

Along with our new member Adriana, 10 enthusiastic young ladies from Loretto College 

proved to be invaluable when volunteering for the Children’s Activities. Many thanks ladies. 

Loreto students, you are a credit to yourselves, your parents and your school. 

                                          

      Trudi with the mural, “Town hall by Numbers”. Great photos from John Canham. 
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             “Begonias by Numbers”                                   The never ending task of cleaning. 

                                              

                        Happy Painters. 

                                        

                                                                                              Lovely Heidi Gluck enjoying the activity. 
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Left: Our Marquee looking inviting. Great job everyone. 

Right: We have double trouble, Sue and Trudi. When there is something to be done you 

can always rely on these ladies. Many thanks to all who gave their time to make this 

activity a great success. 

Radmac Office Choice 

03 5333 4617 110 Armstrong Street South, Ballarat Vic 3350 

sales@radmacofficechoice.com.au 

TWO PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN AT THE FEBRUARY 29TH MEETING. 

First, congratulations to you Jennifer Sutterby on winning the coveted award which you also 

won when the Award was initiated. Three cheers for Jennifer! Hip, hip ……………. 

Kaylene and Susanne………… or is it Susanne and Kaylene? Ummmm! A couple of creative 

characters that’s for certain. They are flaunting their style and I’m loving it.  

                                                                     

about:blank
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2020 SPRING EXHIBITION FOR BSA AT THE MERCURE BALLARAT 

From 21st September- 6th November 2020, we have generously been given an opportunity to 

hang our exhibition at the Mercure Hotel Ballarat on Main Road. A drink and canapes will be 

provided free at the opening.    

This is a brilliant venue with large white walls, organised hanging and filled with light. The 

Manager, Simon mentioned works from previous exhibitions have sold to conference 

attendees. This is an exciting opportunity. We now have only 6 months to paint for this 

exhibition. Happy painting! 

TRADES HALL CORRIDOR ART SPACE 

Email Sue Clarke bsamember16@gmail.com  to organise hanging your work. 

DONATION TABLE  

Books, frames, props & materials ……. are all welcome donations. 

NEW BSA MEMBERS 

Welcome to our newest member Kaylene Latimer. 

THIS MONTH’S QUOTE   

 “Have no fear of perfection, you’ll never reach it” – Salvador Dali. 

MONTHLY COMPETITIONS 

Because we may not have our monthly meetings for some 
time, I’m asking all interested members to send in photos 
of their work as each month rolls around.   

This way work you have prepared can at least be seen by 
members via the Newsletter. Understandably, there will be 
no voting. This idea is the brainwave of Sue Clarke. Great 
idea, especially for the well-prepared members.  

CALENDAR 

MECURE EXHIBITION 21 Sept- Nov 6 

                        

CHRISTINE FLETCHER IS THE CORRIDOR 
SPACE ARTIST THIS MONTH 

Drop in to Trades Hall and enjoy these works. 

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES 

Please send any photographs or news you would like 

to share to denise_cobb@outlook.com 10 days 

before our meetings. Happy painting. 

Denise Adams (Newsletter Editor)                                                                
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